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ABSTRACT
Blockchain technologies recently emerging for eHealth, can facilitate a secure, decentral-

ized and patient-driven, record management system. However, Blockchain technologies cannot
accommodate the storage of data generated from IoT devices in remote patient management
(RPM) applications as this application requires a fast consensus mechanism, careful manage-
ment of keys and enhanced protocols for privacy. In this paper, we propose a Blockchain lever-
aged decentralized eHealth architecture which comprises three layers: 1) The Sensing layer-
Body Area Sensor Networks include medical sensors typically on or in a patient body transmit-
ting data to a smartphone. 2) The NEAR processing layer- Edge Networks consist of devices at
one hop from the data sensing IoT devices. 3) The FAR processing layer-Core Networks com-
prise Cloud or other high computing servers). A Patient Agent (PA) software replicated on the
three layers processes medical data to ensure reliable, secure and private communication. The
PA executes a lightweight Blockchain consensus mechanism and utilizes a Blockchain leveraged
task-offloading algorithm to ensure patient’s privacy while outsourcing tasks. Performance anal-
ysis of the decentralized eHealth architecture has been conducted to demonstrate the feasibility
of the system in the processing and storage of health data.

1. Introduction
Recently a wide range of IoT health applications has been developed to automate and make health services acces-

sible to individuals. For instance, remote patient management (RPM) covers a variety of health services, including
continuous vital signs monitoring with wearable or implantable sensors, arrhythmia detection, fall detection, oxygen
therapy regulation, monitoring of pregnant women, chemotherapy reactions, and glucose monitoring[1].

However, eHealth services have not flourished to the extent expected due in part to challenges associated with relia-
bility, fault tolerance, and privacy challenges. In eHealth, patient’s physiological data, captured bymedical IoT(Internet
of Things) devices is transmitted to Edge or Cloud entities managed by third parties, which makes data security and
the preservation of a patient’s privacy challenging.

Most IoT systems are centralized in that data flows to a single server for processing and storage. This makes these
systems vulnerable to a single point of failure, particularly while handling a large number of end-to-end communica-
tions [2]. Cyberattacks such as Ransomware, and Denial of Service(DoS) attacks can paralyze conventional eHealth
systems and dangerously disrupt healthcare services [3]. Recently, health data has become more attractive to attackers;
the US Department of Health and Human Services(HHS) reported over 2250 data breaches between 2009 and 2018[4].
Further, insiders such as healthcare professionals, support staff, and service providers are associated with over half of
recent health data breaches[4].

A typical IoT architecture involves a single instance of a health appmaintained on a smartphone transmitting data to
Edge devices then Cloud servers which are managed by third parties. This architecture is vulnerable to eavesdropping
attacks over Bluetooth, Zigbee, orWiFi links, a man in the middle attack, DoS, and insider attacks. Further, as outlined,
conventional Edge[5] or Cloud process[6] cannot guarantee accountability and tractability of patient’s data due to third
party involvement.

The processing of data in the Cloud in the typical IoT architecture requires a high level of accountability[7] and
transparency over how data in the Cloud servers are used. Statutes and regulations for the regulation of health data now
exist; however, Cloud service providers compliance with them is difficult to ascertain. This contributes to undermining
the trustworthiness of Cloud-based processing of data.

The mobile to Cloud component of the IoT architecture calledMobile Cloud Computing(MCC) [8][9] has extended
the capabilities of a smartphone by enabling uploading health data to Cloud server for processing and storage. However,
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the efficacy of MCC depends on the extent to which connectivity loss and latency can be minimized. Without this,
the large storage and processing capacity of Cloud environments, cannot be utilized because of excessive transmission
delays and unstable connections.

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)[10], also known as Mobile Edge Computing, provides an IT service envi-
ronment at the edge of the cellular network and closer to the customer to access Cloud computing capabilities. MEC
supports distributed edge computing by processing content on Edge devices such as base stations, radio network con-
trollers, hot spots, local data centres, routers, switches, and WiFi access points. Collecting and processing data closer
to the customer reduces latency and brings real-time performance to applications requiring high-bandwidth. Most
Edge computing initiatives are being developed using open-source hardware and software that leverage Cloud and vir-
tualization paradigms, including SDN(Software Defined Network) and NFV(Network Function Virtualization). The
MEC platform supports multi-tenancy for cellular operators to rent their radio access network to authorized third par-
ties such as application developers and contents providers. In distributed Edge network of MEC, an Edge server with
lower processing capabilities can outsource its tasks to remote Edge servers with higher computing capabilities. But,
migrating tasks to remote Edge servers introduce security threats that can result in data theft, and privacy breaches
because diverse stakeholders manage Edge computing devices.

In this article, a Blockchain is deployed to perform task migration on the Edge network. A Blockchain consensus
mechanism is executed on the MEC to provide its tenants and customers with faster processing and higher security.
This adaptation to IoT architectures and MEC is very important for dealing with health data where privacy concerns,
the need to trust providers and quality of service demands are very high. This is particularly true for patient-generated
health data.

Patient-Generated Health Data(PGHD)[3] such as biometric data, symptoms, lifestyle choice, and treatment history
collected through sensors, mobile apps, web protocols, and home monitoring devices are distinct from healthcare data
within a clinical setting. Ideally, a patient has control over how and where their patient-generated data is stored and
shared. Patients may need to share their generated data with diverse health care providers who each, typically maintains
their own electronic medical record[11]. Patients may also choose to include their generated data to electronic health
record(EHR)[12], an inclusive record of patient medical history, more extensive than medical records, to be shared
and accessed by authorized users from across different healthcare providers.

An eHealth system is required to process, cleanse, analyze, and manage the patient-generated data to ensure it
is accurate, complete, accessible to authorized users, and understandable to healthcare providers and meets patient’s
Quality of Services(QoS) expectations. These tasks require considerable computational resources, particularly can-
not be achieved without compromising performance or security aspects of QoS expectations. Recently researchers
have applied Blockchain technology to address privacy, security and third parties trust concerns regarding the man-
agement of medical data and healthcare services. Blockchain[13],[14] can support access control, secure storage
and sharing of medical data without the need to trust third parties or intermediaries while maintaining user’s pri-
vacy. Blockchain-based ehealth architectures [1, 15, 16] have been designed to manage health data autonomously.
Further, distributed ledger technology, popularly known as Blockchain, has also been investigated to manage user’s
identity[17], metadata[18], share, and maintain logs of medical records[19] and patient key management[20][21]. For
instance, MedRec[19], a prototype of a decentralized Blockchain architecture, was first implemented to contribute to
an interoperable EHR system. In this eHealth system, Ethereum smart contracts orchestrate contents across different
storage and provider sites. The system facilitates a comprehensive medical record view, care auditability, and data shar-
ing through governing authentication logs. Linn[18] suggested an off-chain to manage raw health data and Blockchain
to store metadata of medical records to tackle the challenges of accommodating decentralized ledger technology in
healthcare.

However, the adoption of Blockchain in healthcare hasmixed reviews from the researchers. Inclusion of Blockchain
technology in healthcare is a trade-off between security and computational cost and storage resources.

Execution of Blockchain’s algorithms, including mining, authorizing creates a burden on resource-constrained
devices such as medical sensors and other IoT devices. The underlying core component of a Blockchain, the consensus
mechanism refers to a common agreement amongst BlockchainMiners about the Block’s state. Consensusmechanisms
applied in various Blockchain-based eHealth research require very high computational resources. For instance, the
Proof of Work consensus mechanism applied in [15, 16, 22] needs high computational overhead, long delays, and
a great deal of power. Dwivedi [1] attempted to reduce the computational overhead on IoT devices by deploying a
Gateway node to gather data Blocks from a group of IoT devices. The Gateway verifies the Blocks as a Miner before
adding the Blocks to the Blockchain overlay network. Tuli et al. [22] presented a generic Broker in the Fog to adopt
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Blockchain into the Internet of Things data streams. The broker assigns Blockchain tasks to various Fog devices so that
the computational challenges can be met. However, these approaches are still vulnerable to DoS attacks and tampering
because they still rely on a centralized Blockchain controller. Fault tolerance capabilities of such eHealth architecture
have not been significantly improved. Fault tolerance[23] refers to the capability of a system to continue its operation or
keep delivering uninterrupted services even if its significant components or partial components stop working. A system
can be made fault-tolerant by adding a software module that continuously monitors over the activities of functional
units or replicating the system among multiple hardware.

The approach advanced here involves the creation of multiple instances of a Patient Agent which is a software
module dedicated for a patient. The multiple instances of the Patient Agent reside in three levels; patient’s smartphone,
Fog devices and Cloud servers.

However, the advancement of digital health soars the demands for various medical data services such as ad-
vanced user-centric applications at an affordable price, enabling context-aware and proximity services, service delivery
crowded areas, and advancedmultimedia centric services. The vision of future 5G system, which is going to be evolved
in its full-pledged form by 2020, can provide the customer with the above outlined customized and advanced health-
care services. 5G network has promised to provide faster speeds and more reliable communication connections on
smartphones and other devices. 5G network is defined more beyond offering low latency and ultra-high bandwidth to
services. 5G has brought the concept of network slicing into reality with the help of Software Defined Network(SDN)
andNetwork Function Virtualization(NFV) technologies. Network slicingmeans to create multiple isolated end-to-end
virtual/logical networks on top of a shared physical network[24] to meet the resource requirements for diverse kinds
of applications. Each logical network possesses dedicated and shared resources in terms of processing power, storage,
traffic capacity, connectivity, and coverage latency, and adequate bandwidth required for an application[25]. 5G tech-
nology is envisioned to support a wide range of applications, including IoT, vehicular network [26], and healthcare[27].
Healthcare has a diverse range of applications such as mobile health, assisted driving, aged care. These applications
require various levels of resource requirements(processing power, storage, and bandwidth). For instance, an emotion-
aware application supporting real-time emotion detection should operate on a network slice, offering low latency to
ensure the patient’s QoE(quality of experience). In remote surgery applications, a network slice with ultra-low latency
and highly reliable connections are required to ensure the safety and security of the patient. In this article, we describe
how the Patient Agent and the Blockchain can be envisaged on the 5G network to manage and allocate logical resources
to diverse health applications to improve Quality of Experience(QoE).

In this paper, we focus on developing a Blockchain leveraged eHealth framework. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

1. An eHealth system leverages Blockchain technology with an architecture consisting of three layers; the sensing
layer(Body Area Sensor Network), NEAR processing layer( the Fog) and FAR processing layer( the Cloud).
Multiple instances of the Patient Agent named smartphone Agent, Fog Agent and Cloud Agent are deployed at
three layers to process patient’s data.

2. A customized Blockchain with a lightweight modified Proof of Stake consensus mechanism implemented at the
NEAR processing layer to process data streamed from medical IoT sensors. The consensus mechanism for the
healthcare Blockchain is executed on the Edge devices to best use those device’s faster communication capacity
leaving the permanent storage for the Blockchain to be managed in the Cloud.

3. Proposal of a Blockchain leveraged Task Migration Algorithm. The method migrates tasks to neighbouring or
remote Fog Agents based on data sensitivity where remote Agent’s profile is managed on the Blockchain.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. We review related research in Section 2 and describe our proposed
eHealth system in Section 3. The performance of the proposed approach is presented in Section 4. The security
analysis of the architecture has been performed in Section 5 before concluding the article in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
In this section, we review literature in four categories: conventional healthcare architecture, Blockchain-based

healthcare architecture, 5G enabled eHealth and Blockchain consensus mechanism.
2.1. Conventional Fog/Cloud Healthcare Architecture

Recent eHealth architectures [28], [29],[8] incorporated Fog computing with smartphone and Cloud to make the
processing of health data faster. Mahmud et al. [28] presented an IoT eHealth system where pre-processing including
First Author et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 35
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data compression, filtration and analytics are performed on the Fog devices before transmitting data to Cloud servers
for advanced processing. Rahman et al. [29] advanced an eHealth prototype by exploiting a smart gateway at Edge
network. The smart gateway implemented using UT-Gate supports a good range of high-level services, including local
storage, real-time local data processing, early warning, and embedded data mining. The health data processed by the
gateway is transmitted to the Cloud servers for future access.

Verma and Sandeep[30] suggested an eHealth architecture with a feature of diagnosis. A gateway or local process-
ing unit residing at Fog layer receives health data from medical IoT devices to perform pre-processing. They advanced
a disease diagnosis module in the Cloud subsystem. The module generates alerts and warnings for caregiver subsys-
tems. Fernandes et al. [31] designed a multi-agent-based remote patient monitoring system where the roles of the
agents cover a wide range of activities including identification, collection, storage, recovery, visualization, monitoring
anomalies, resource notification and dynamic reconfiguration. The authors also constructed IoT4Health as an eHealth
solution. Jin et al. [32]’s eHealth system integrated IoT devices and Cloud services. The IoT devices transmit health
data to a mobile access point(MCP) to upload the data in the Cloud. The MCP chooses a Cloud service provider
while optimizing bandwidth and maintaining the service deadline. Aazam et al. [8]’s eHealth system included a re-
source provisioning technique in the Fog. The technique used the relinquish probability model to reduce the wastage
of resources of edge layer devices.
2.2. Blockchain Based Healthcare Architecture

Although the aforementioned eHealth frameworks have explored Fog/Edge computing for rapid access and pro-
cessing of medical data, patient’s security and privacy are not addressed in those proposals. Both Fog and Cloud
involve their administrators to process medical data which threatens patient’s privacy. Blockchain implemented over
Fog and Cloud might enable the processing and storage of patient data while avoiding the reliance on the central-
ized Fog/Cloud administration. Blockchain structure has motivated researchers to devise privacy-preserving eHealth
systems.

Uddin et al.[15] proposed a Patient-Centric Agent residing in the Smart Gateway to determine storage, access con-
trol and privacy level during the insertion of patient abnormal medical data into a customized Blockchain. The Patient-
Centric Agent also selects Blockchain providers to schedule medical data for processing and storage. In [16], the role
of the Patient Agent is extended to manage multiple Blockchains and multiple storage mediums, including Local Com-
puter, Cloud to preserve patient’s privacy. Tuli et al.[22] presented FogBus that is a lightweight Blockchain-based Fog
computing framework. They introduced a universal broker software executing on the Fog device to merge Blockchain
with Edge devices such as medical sensors. The broker schedules jobs among other devices in the Fog. However, a
universal broker system in eHealth causes security and privacy threat for the patients. Rahman[33] proposed a secure
therapy framework, including Blockchain at MEC(Mobile Edge Computing) and the Cloud. The therapy data from
physician and patients are processed by Cloud and MEC Blockchain nodes to ensure immutable, anonymous, secure
and transparent sharing. The Blockchain stores only hashes of the therapy multimedia and the actual multimedia data
containing images, audios, videos are stored off-chain in a separate database. Although the framework includes MEC
Blockchain to avoid shortcomings of high bandwidth and analytical processing required by the Cloud, the Ethereum
consensus consumes high power at MEC.

Griggs[34] presented an architecture for automated remote patientmonitoring using smart contract of the Ethereum.
A smart device such asmobile or laptop collects and aggregates data transferred by body area sensors. The smart device
sends the aggregated data to pre-specified smart contract stored on the Ethereum. The smart contract processes the data
and sends the result and notification to smart devices and healthcare providers. The Blockchain only keeps a record
of the event’s occurrence, and data is stored on the Electronic Health Record(EHR). However, the smart devices can
cause a single point of failure and be vulnerable to Denial of Service attack. The architecture only ensures the secure
processing ofmedical data. Chen et al.[35] discussed a Blockchain-basedmedical data access framework, including the
Cloud to store medical data. All kinds of communications between a patient and the third party insurance or healthcare
professionals are logged in the Blockchain. Liang[36] developed a Blockchain integrated personal health data sharing
framework where a mobile app gathers data from wearable sensors and inserts data into the Cloud and Blockchain
hyperledger to verify the integrity of the data. Zhang[6] applied Blockchain-based architecture called FHIRChain to
securely and scalable share clinical data. The requirements defined by "Shared Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap"
were focused in the architecture. Brogan[37] described the role of distributed ledger technologies to advance the
electronic health record, ensuring the authenticity and integrity of health data. The authors also demonstrated the
application of IoTA protocol masked authentication messaging extension module for securely sharing, storing and
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retrieving encrypted data using a tamper-proof distributed ledger. Gordon[38] discussed the facilitation of Blockchain
in patient-driven or patient mediating data interoperability with respect to health data accessibilities, aggregation,
liquidity, identity and immutability. Rupasinghe[39] identified two categories of risk factors of fall, namely medical
factors and environmental factors. All identified risk factors are labelled as weak, moderate and strong based on
evidence and expert opinions. Four types of users put fall-related data to a consortium Blockchain to ensure the
interoperability, accessibility, and availability of the data to predict the likelihood of fall of the aged people. The smart
contract is proposed to perform user’s registration, insertion of data into Blockchain and fall prediction.

Dwivedi et al.[1] presented aBlockchain oriented eHealth frameworks inspired byAli et al.’s proposal of a lightweight
Blockchain for IoT [40]. They considered an overlay network which is a peer-to-peer computer network built on top
of another network where nodes are logically or virtually connected. In the proposal, the IoT medical devices generate
Block to be verified by the cluster head of the overlay network before sending them to the Cloud servers. The authors
utilized several lightweight standard security protocols to enforce security and preserve patient’s privacy in the eHealth
system. A static cluster head always verifies the integrity of the Blockchain. However, avoidance of a global consensus
mechanism can weaken the sustainability of Blockchain-based eHealth system. We advanced our eHealth by running
a lightweight consensus mechanism on a peer-to-peer Fog network. The cluster head nominated for a certain period
based on nodes’ properties execute the consensus mechanism. Further, the functional blocks required for monitoring a
patient is bundled in the form of a Patient Agent (PA), and the PA is replicated in devices at three levels: smartphone,
Fog and Cloud levels.

Gaetani[41] proposed a Blockchain comprised of two layers in the Cloud computing environment. The Blockchain
in the first layer keeps a record of operations issued on the distributed database while avoiding the computationally
expensive Proof of Work. The Blockchain in the second layer records the logged operations generated from the first
layer database using Proof of Work. Novo[42] designed a Blockchain-based decentralized architecture to manage
access control for memory and power-constrained IoT devices. The key feature of the architecture includes a manager
hub between IoT devices and Blockchain. Manager hub requests Blockchain node for access policies stored in the
Blockchain for a particular wireless sensor network. The smart contract is executed to insert access policy into the
Blockchain.

Existing Blockchain eHealth architectures reviewed above included Fog and Cloud for the storage and processing of
patient’s data. However, those studies related to healthcare did not advanced the notion of executing Blockchain’s con-
troller in a distributed fashion at multiple levels like sensing, near and far processing levels. Decentralized Blockchain
controller makes an eHealth system fault-tolerant, reliable and protects it from the DoS. Further, Blockchain based
existing eHealth architectures did not advance consensus mechanism and privacy aware task offloading method. To
bridge this research gap, we proposed a decentralized Patient Agent-based eHealth architecture with Blockchain im-
plemented at Fog and Cloud level described in the next section. Here, a comparative analysis of Blockchain-based
health records and conventional health records systems is presented in Table 1.
2.3. State-of-the-art 5G enabled eHealth systems

5G enabled some eHealth systems have recently been developed to support various personalized human-centric
interactive applications. Chen[50] proposed a MEC (Mobile Edge Cloud) based emotion-aware architecture using the
features of 5G networks such as high data rate, low latency and high computing capacity. In this proposal, mobile
devices collect emotion-related information and send information to Cloudlet and remote Cloud for processing. LIN
et al. [51] designed a system to handle big data in emotion-aware application using SDN and 5G technology. They
described the functionalities of data collection, transmission and storage for the emotion-aware application. The wear-
able sensors and other devices without having sensor sense of patient data. Data is transmitted to the control layer
of SDN with high throughput capacities and then forwarded to the data centre via SDN application. Finally, data is
also uploaded in the Cloud for analyzing and storage. Hossain et al.[52] also presented a 5G enabled framework to
recognize and monitor emotion using speech and image. Authors added a component to recognize emotion in a 5G
based cognitive healthcare framework. They extracted features from the captured image using local binary pattern
(LBP) and interlaced derivative pattern (IDP). The structure incorporated Bluetooth technology so that caregiver can
estimate the precise location of the client.

Chen[27] presented a healthcare architecture focusing on data-driven computing and caching in 5G networks.
Chen included an SDN based resource cognitive engine that optimally allocates resources analyzing patient’s need in
diverse situations. Further, they introduced caching called small cell Cloud existing in the mobile and Fog devices and
macrocell residing in the Cloud to provide the user with better QoE(Quality of Experience) in a 5G network. Chen[53]
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Table 1
The comparative analysis of conventional healthcare system and Blockchain based healthcare system

Parameter Conventional Healthcare Blockchain Healthcare
PIA(Privacy, Integrity,
Availability)

Created and managed by healthcare professionals
or national government or patients themselves
where record managers can access a patient’s
record without the patient’s knowledge. Health
data is stored in off-premise third party provid-
ing servers such as Cloud server. Consequently,
data integrity cannot be guaranteed[43] in these
systems. Operational failures can make health
services unavailable.

Patient-driven health record management sys-
tem. Privacy is at risk if an attacker can correlate
record transactions to the patient by analyzing
the transaction’s contents[44]. Blockchain Con-
sensus mechanism ensures data integrity. Repli-
cation of complete health record amongst mul-
tiple entities can guarantee uninterrupted health
services.

Freshness Attackers might manipulate local timestamp of
a centralized server.

Timestamped Block is added to the Blockchain
after Miner’s verification and the attacker cannot
alter a Block’s timestamp

Cyber Attack Dissemination of patient records has real-world
consequences, including diverse cyber-attacks:
DoS, ransomware. Various restrictions are im-
posed on sharing massive health data in conven-
tional EHR due to the risks of leakage of personal
information[45]

The Blockchain healthcare has been proven to
safeguard the system from DoS, ransomware but
also suffers from some other attacks depending
on the Blockchain algorithm such as long-range
attack, mining and storage attack and known
51% attack.

CAP(Cost, Access,
Performance)

Involvement of high deployment, maintenance
and administrative costs[46]. Access is delayed
due to fragmented health record among diverse
health record systems

Government or stakeholder does not require a
massive amount of deployment cost since in-
dividual entity contributes resources. Instead,
cost-saving and profitable because a user is re-
warded for taking part in mining. This can allevi-
ate employee wages, legal cost, and data centre
rentals [47] but outputs low throughput and high
power consumption depending on the consensus
mechanism.

SI(Standardization,
Interoperability)

Maintenance of standardization across the vari-
ous agencies[48]. Diverse health institutions or
providers may have various legal requirements
which add an extra barrier to the cross-border
sharing health data. Different security and pri-
vacy methods used in such systems raise the in-
teroperability issue among them.

These systems are lacking high-level standard-
ization which obstructs the fast development
of decentralized ledger technology in health
sector[43]. But, universal set of rules and regu-
lations of such technology can offer a high level
of interoperability to share records across diverse
institutional healthcare professionals.

AT(Auditability,
Trust)

Logging information for every access, but audit-
ing is not transparent due to the involvement of
a single controller or institution. Resilience and
sustainability of such a system rely mostly on
single third party

Data is recorded in an immutable distributed
ledger with auditing traces which guarantees
transparency in the procession of data exchange
[45]. Every entity maintains logging. Transpar-
ent sharing of health data by running a consen-
sus mechanism, which substitutes the third party
trust

Tamper-proof storage Public or private Cloud generally handles the
storage and processing of Big health data [49].
These repositories are unable to guarantee im-
mutability of health record

Digital signature, the cryptographic linkage
between Blocks, and a consensus mecha-
nism make reliable and fault-tolerant stor-
age. The Blockchain ledger replicated among
multiple servers prevent a record from being
tampered.[49].

also proposed a 5G enabled smart diabetes systemwith analysis of diabetes patient’s suffering using a machine learning
method. A social networking based data sharing model is also presented for 5G smart diabetes.

Sharma[54] presented a Blockchain oriented distributed SDN controller architecture for IoT networks. Traditional
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SDN controller is centralized. Sharma proposed to use distributed SDN controller that would be connected using
Blockchain technology. This architecture can withstand major cyber-attacks, whereas centralized SDN controller is
vulnerable to a single point of failure. However, the incorporation of Blockchain at SDN controller level might have
delay and additional computational cost in processing of the user’s data usingAPI(Application Programming Interface).

State-of-the-art research focused on the design of 5G enabled distinct health applications. However, a patient might
need services from more than one health applications at a time. For instance, a patient might require both 5G enabled
emotion detection and diabetic monitoring applications at the same time. Therefore, there needs a dedicated module
to manage and control health applications personalized for a particular patient and determine resource requirements
for those patient’s health applications.
2.4. Consensus Mechanism in Blockchain

Gai[55] presented a Proof of Reputation based consensus mechanism for a peer-to-peer Blockchain network where
a service provider receives some reputation from service requestors as incentives. A group of Miner is selected based
on their earned reputation. The publications of their reputation transactions are blocked by the system instead of
digital coin if a Miner’s malicious activities are detected by the system. However, only reputation revoking cannot
prevent Miner from performing malicious activities on the Blockchain. Further, some nodes can collude to work for
the requestors and obtain high reputation.

Li[56] proposed a Proof of Vote(PoV) consensus mechanismwhere a group of commissioners vote for the selection
of butler who are responsible for mining on the Blockchain. PoV outputs higher performance in terms of power and
delay. But PoV is not fully decentralized like Proof of Work rather it provides controllable security, convergence
reliability, and only one Block is confirmed within a time frame.

Bitcoin-NG proposed by Eyal et al. [57] selects a Miner through broadcasting macro Block on the Blockchain. The
node that comes up with target hash(Proof of Work) for the micro Block mines the data Block. The Bitcoin-NG can
reduce the latency and power consumption required for broadcasting data transaction throughout the network. Peterson
et al.[58] followed MultiChain[59]’s PoW to randomly select Miner to perform validation on the Blockchain. Random
Miner selection improves the throughput and reduce computational overhead. However, malicious and inefficient
Miner might be nominated asMiner in random selection process. A hybrid consensus mechanism including reputation,
voting, performance, randomness and stake of coin can meet challenges related to consensus protocol.

3. Decentralized Patient Agent based eHealth Framework
In this section, our eHealth framework is described in details. Figure 1 depicts the high-level view of the eHealth

architecture that comprises devices from three levels: sensing, NEAR processing and FAR processing level. Devices
at three levels contain multiple instances of a Patient Agent. The Patient Agents at the upper two levels: NEAR
and FAR processing layers collaboratively take part in realising Blockchain technologies to process patient’s data
securely. An Agent dedicated to providing a patient with health services has several functionalities, including han-
dling task migration, managing Blockchain, and network slices. The Agent’s Migration Handler(MH) decides to
migrate a task or locally execute the task using Profile Monitoring(PM) that collects profile information of remote
Agents from the Blockchain. The Execution Unit(EU) locally processes a patient’s health data. The Blockchain
Manager(BM) of the PA assists EU, MH and Storage Management(SM) to accomplish their activities through a con-
sortium Blockchain(Consortium Blockchain(CB) is not granted to a single entity like private Blockchain. Instead, CB,
a semi-decentralized system, is managed and controlled by a group of approved entities.). The details about PA’s func-
tionalities depicted in Figure 4 are discussed in the later section. The three layers of the eHealth system are discussed
below.

• The Sensing Layer: Wearable sensors, implantable sensors, smartwatch, smartphone and other IoT devices
sense patient’s vital signs and passive data, including room temperature, humidity. The IoT devices at the sensing
layer are wirelessly connected to a smartphone via star topology. These devices transmit a patient’s physiological
sign, including ECG, EEG, BSC to the smartphone using Bluetooth or ZigBee protocol[60]. The smartphone
instance of a PA performs pre-processing such as filtering noise, classification on physiological data to send
them to the next level for further processing.

• NEAR Processing Layer: The devices of NEAR processing level are typically located at one hop distance
from the data sensing devices. This NEAR processing layer also called Edge computing network, comprises
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Body Area Sensor Network

C1 C2 C3

Figure 1: The eHealth architecture incorporating the Patient Agent

traditional switches, router, and low profile devices [29]. The devices in the NEAR processing level form a peer-
to-peer network. A modified Proof of Stake(PoS) consensus mechanism executes on this peer-to-peer network.
Each Fog device runs the similar suits of Blockchain protocols. As a result, they can perform communications
between them without the need to trust third parties[2].

• FAR Processing Layer: The FAR processing level includes servers with high computing and storage capabil-
ities. The location of these devices can be far away from the data sensing devices. Cloud servers managed by
various proprietary organizations like Amazon, Microsoft, IBM and other stakeholders can provide servers with
a large volume of storage and high computing capabilities. Blockchain maintains a distributed tamper-proof
ledger replicated amongst multiple nodes. Managing health data characterized as Big data are challenged with
the storage in decentralized distributed ledger.
The Cloud servers [61] might support massive storage required for handling decentralized distributed ledger for
health data. Multiple instances of a Patient Agent are also deployed in the Cloud to process delay-tolerant and
high computing tasks with greater availability and flexibility.

The NEAR and FAR processing layers, each contains n ≥ 2 number of instances of a PA and the sensing level has
at least n ≥ 1 number of PA instances. The Patient Agent hosted on the sensing layer can randomly choose a PA from
the NEAR or FAR processing layer every time it has health data to be processed in the upper layers. The smartphone
Agent on the sensing level plays the role of master Agent and instructs, one of the NEAR Agents to monitor other
NEAR and FAR Agents. The monitoring Agent reports the master Agent if malicious attacks occur on a NEAR or
FAR Agent. If an Agent is shut down due to cyber-attacks or suffers from network overload, the master Agent activates
a new Agent to take over the role of the infected Agent.
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3.1. 5G Network Architecture
Logical network slice in 5G technology instantiates on a standard network that comprises terminal access network,

core network, access network and transport network. Network resources in 5G are typically defined using two termi-
nologies: infrastructure provider(InP) and tenant. Each InP rents its virtual network resources to the tenant following
the business service rules and agreements. The InP can usually host multiple tenants. The tenants can be an infrastruc-
ture provider for other tenants. Tenants manage network slices in accordance with the resource demand from different
services or applications. Figure 2 depicts the concept of InP and tenant. In Figure 2, three physical networks have
been provided by three infrastructure providers(InP). Virtual resources on top of each physical network are allocated
to a variable number of tenants. The tenants facilitate network slices to run a wide variety of applications.
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Figure 2: The 5G network supporting multi-tenancy

Here, we first described a 5G slice architecture designed by ETSI[25]. Next, we explained how the Patient Agent
might operate on this 5G network architecture. Figure 3(a) suggests that the resource management in 5G is accom-
plished in two levels- NFVI level and tenant level. NFVI (Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure) refers to
virtualization of hardware resources including computing, storage and networking. Virtual network functions (VNF)
that entail distinct network functions such as routing, intrusion detection, domain name service (DNS), caching, and
network address translation (NAT) run on these virtual resources.

In NFVI level, VIM directly manages virtualized resources instantiated on the underlying hardware in the form of
VMs. VIMs delegate managerial tasks related to network resources to their underlying ICs. The ICs followed by the
VIM programmatically manage the network resources and support VM connectivity at the virtualization layer. Like
VIM,WIM(Wireless InterfaceManager) manages virtual resources related to forwarding instructions or transport layer
via WAN IC, which is the SDN controller at NFVI of the transport layer.

SDN (Software DefinedNetwork) controlled Tenant is located on the top of NFVI that provides a tenant with virtual
resources. The tenants on top of NFVI manage a set of network slices. Each slice consists of an OSS, a TC(software-
defined network controller) and an NSO. The OSS is an SDN application from TC’s perspective. The OSS commands
TC to create a slice’s constitutes(VNFs) and logically compose them to realize the network services. TheNSO regulates
the life cycle of network services and interacts with the TC via OSS. The TC organized as a VNFs depends on the
capabilities of the virtual routers, and switches. The TC has two interfaces: northbound and southbound, to interact
with end-user and forwarding instructions, respectively. The TC uses southbound interfaces to send composition and
forwarding pertinent instructions to virtual routers and switches. The northbound interface of the TC enables users to
solicit the required resource capabilities for the network services that they select. Further, the northbound interface
enables end users to manage, and operate network slice within limits set by the tenant and retrieve context information
such as real-time performance, fault information, and user policies regarding network slices.

The RO, a functional block of a tenant, orchestrates its assigned resources from multiple NFVIs to dynamically
satisfying the diverging requirements of network slices. The RO provides each slice with required resources via in-
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terfaces of each slice’s NSO. The RO(Resource Orchestration) at the tenant level is connected to VIMs of different
NFVIs to deliver its assigned resources to the corresponding slices. The tenant can access, reserve, and request virtual
resources through RO. VIM and WIM from different NFVIs can interact between them via RO.
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Figure 3: The Patient Agent on ETSI 5G architecture

3.2. The Role of the Patient Agent on 5G network
A patient might suffer from multiple complexities and diseases during his or her life span. Handling different

medical cases require network slices with various levels of resource capacities to meet patient’s QoE and QoS. For
instance, resource requirements to serve a patient with diabetes differ from the resource requirements to monitor a
patient who suffers from arrhythmia. Therefore, a personalized software Patient Agent is required to continuously
record, and analyze health data to assess resource requirements for offering appropriate health services to a patient.

The Patient Agent can fit on the 5G architecture described in section 3.1. We propose to incorporate a master
Patient Agent with OSS(Operation Support System) to independently control and manage a diverse range of health
applications. The master Patient Agent depicted in figure 3(b), playing the role of a broker or controller, determines the
resource requirements for supporting a particular healthcare service. Figure 3(b) depicts that the master Patient Agent
comprises two functional components, namely, a slice manager and a slave manager. The slave manager creates a slave
Patient Agent dedicated to serve a specific health service. The slice manager asks TC via the OSS to allocate a network
slice to run the newly created slave Patient Agent. For instance, the salve manager can assign a slave Patient Agent
to run the Blockchain algorithms, including consensus mechanism to a network slice supporting higher computing
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because Blockchain technologies require incredibly high computing resources for processing health data in near real-
time. Similarly, the slave manager assigns another salve Patient Agent for migrating a task to a network slice with
ultra-low speed. A slave Patient Agent for managing remote heart surgery runs on a network slice that has ultra-high
bandwidth, very low latency and reliable communication channels. Multiple instances of a slave Patient Agent run on
mobile access, Edge and core Cloud of a network slice to make the system fault-tolerant.
3.3. Functionalities of the Patient Agent

The Patient Agent supports many health operations including task migration, storage and security management,
access control, task execution and Blockchain management. In this framework, few of these significant operations
depicted in figure 4 are described below.
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Figure 4: The functionalities of the Patient Agent at three levels

3.3.1. Migration Handler(MH)
IoT devices are incapable of providing considerable communication and computation resources required to process

a taskwith low latency. The capabilities ofmedical IoT devices in terms of processing and storage are less than that of an
average computer. Medical IoT devices can save a significant amount of power andmake processing faster by offloading
heavyweight tasks to their embedded Edge devices[43]. Task offloading in Mobile Cloud Computing(MCC) has been
extensively investigated in state-of-the-art research. But, there is still a room to design a secure Blockchain leveraged
task offloading mechanism inMEC(Mobile Edge Computing) for the healthcare domain. Maintaining patient’s privacy
and security during migrating tasks to other remote Patient Agents is indispensable to meet services QoS.

MAUI[62] and CloneCloud[63] determined optimal location(local or remote machine) to execute a task using an
offline linear optimization method. They assumed that the energy or time required to offload a task to a machine is
known to the system. In this case, the local device needs to collect QoS related information from the remote machine.
A remote machine might lie to a local machine, and there needs a secure mechanism to obtain processing capabilities
related information of the remote machine. Further, the decision of offloading a task by solving a linear optimization
problem involves high computational cost. Further, they statistically partitioned the task offline, which is thought to
be non-optimal.

ThinkAir[64] and CADA[65] brought a modification of MAUI’s algorithm by considering average execution time
based cost required in local device and remote device. They both devised their offloading algorithm for static execution
environment, and they assumed these parameters remain unchanged regardless of location or time. Consequently, the
proposed methods did not produce an accurate result in a dynamic execution environment. Khoda[66] applied non-
linear optimization Lagrange multiplier to decide code offloading. They could improve energy consumption because
non-linear Lagrange multiplier’s operation is lighter than that of the linear optimization method. Linear regression was
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Figure 5: The privacy aware task migration process

used to predict the execution time of the offloading task. In healthcare, execution time depends on the data size of the
task that varies over time. So, the linear regression-based prediction did not estimate the accurate execution time.

We propose to use a Blockchain to store execution environment parameters of a remote machine. The Blockchain’s
nodes authorize environment parameters of the potential remote devices that want to take part in executing migrated
tasks. The local machine retrieves these parameters from the Blockchain to outsource tasks to neighbouring or remote
devices. Further, offloading tasks are categorized based on privacy and time sensitivity to preserve patient privacy
and meet QoS, respectively. The Hungarian assignment method that is solvable in polynomial time discovers a set of
optimal remote devices for a set of tasks.
Task Migration Algorithm: Tasks performed on health data require various levels of resource requirements and
security, depending on their complexities, data sensitivity and size. For instance, health data filtration, fusion, com-
pression, and other data mining analyses often require high computing power and massive storage available only on
Edge devices or Cloud servers. An early warning module should be executed in Edge devices while streaming data
from IoT devices without causing much communication delays that are required to transfer the task to the Cloud server.
We consider the facts mentioned above to devise an offloading algorithm.

Figure 5 presents the offloading mechanism of MH. A Fog Agent can outsource its tasks to a neighbouring or
remote Fog Agent that have spare capacity. In general, a local machine allots a task to a remote machine if any of the
following condition is true:

• Condition 1: If energy consumption to execute the task in the local machine is higher than the energy consump-
tion to transmit the task to the remote machine.

• Condition 2: If processing time of the task in the local machine is higher than the processing time of the task in
the remote machine.

• Condition 3: Condition 1 and 2
Our task migration algorithm depicted in figure 5 is described as follows. First, tasks are classified before deciding

to outsource them. Secondly, two separate matrices are created for each group of tasks. Onematrix contains the amount
of energy consumption required for a local machine to transmit tasks to the available remote machines. These tasks
can be tolerant to some degree of delay without compromising QoS. Another matrix contains response time required
to complete the processing of tasks in available remote machines. These tasks are delay-sensitive and need ultra-low
latency. Thirdly, privacy-sensitive tasks are scheduled among homogeneous Patient Agents(the agent instances of the
same patient) and other kinds of tasks might be scheduled among any Patient Agents regardless of homogeneous or
heterogeneous. In both cases, the Hungarian assignment algorithm runs if the number of tasks is n ≥ 2.

It is assumed that a Patient Agent on the smartphone or Fog has multiple tasks(j = 1, 2,… , m) to be assigned to
multiple neighbouring or remote agents(i = 1, 2,… , n).

• Task Classification: Each task on health data is classified as Privacy Sensitive Task(PST) or Normal Task(NT)
following the method described in section 3.3.1. Security-related tasks including encryption/decryption, key
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generation, tasks pertaining to sensitive data including HIV/AIDS, sexual preferences, domestic violence are
normally deemed as privacy-sensitive tasks. Tasks on low sensitive or not sensitive data, including ECG, body
temperature are regarded as normal tasks. Both PST and NT are further classified as Delay Sensitive Task(DST)(
heart surgery, emotion aware) or Delay Tolerant Task(DTT) respectively.

• Time Based Cost Matrix Formation:
This matrix contains execution time required for all the DSTs(Delay Sensitive Task) to be executed in m number
of available remote Agents. If the execution time of a DST in a remote machine is higher than that of execution
time in local machine, a large number is inserted into the corresponding place of that task and agent in the matrix.
Consequently, the agent is not chosen for executing that task. The execution time of a task in the local Agent is
calculated as follows;
If the local Agent’s MIPS(million instructions per second) is �l and a task(j) has I number of instructions
including its execution environment, the time needed for the local Agent to complete the task(j) is estimated as
follows:
Response T ime = Execution T ime + QueueLatency

Tj,l =
Ij
�l
+

k
∑

j=1
�j,l

where the queue latency of the local Agent is
k
∑

j=1
�j,l. This indicates that the Agent needs to execute k number of

pending tasks besides the current one. �j,l indicates the execution time of a task(j) that is waiting in the queue
of the local Agent.
The aim is to schedule tasks to different remote Agents. The response time from a remote Agent does not depend
not only the processing capabilities of the Agent but also the quality of communication link between the local
and remote Agents. The response time for a task from a remote Agent is the summation of the propagation
time, transmission time, queue delay and execution time required for the remote Agent. The summation of
propagation and transmission time is the uploading time. The propagation time is the time for one bit to travel
from one router/switch to the next router/switch, and it depends on the distance between two entities and the
speed of the communication medium. Transmission time represents the time to get out all the bits of a task from
a device to the transmission wire. The response time of a task(j) from a remote Agent is estimated as follows:
ResponseT ime = T ransmission T ime + Propagation T ime + Execution T ime + QueueLatency

Tj,f =
!j
�l,f

+
dl,f
�
+
Ij
�f

+
k
∑

j=1
�j,f

where the amount of data involved in the task(j) is !j , dl,f is the geographical distance between the local and
remote Agent, � indicates propagation speed of the link between the two Agents and �f represents CPU speed
of the remote Agent in MIPS. �l,f is the bandwidth of the communication link between the local and remote
Agent. The following matrix for m number of tasks and n number of available remote Agents is formed to input
it in the Hungarian Assignment Algorithm that discovers optimal allocation of m number of tasks to n number
of remote Agents in terms of execution time.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

T1,1 T1,2 …
… … …
… … Tm,n

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

T1,1, T1,2,… , T1,n represent execution time of task 1 in remote Agent 1 and 2 and so on. Similarly, T2,1,
T2,2,… , T2,m represent execution time of task 2 in remote Agent 1 and 2 and so on.
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Here,
Tij =

{

Tj,f if Tj,l > Tj,f
∞ if Tj,l < Tj,f

• Energy Based Cost Matrix Formation: In case of Delay Tolerant Tasks(DTTs), the local Agent can attempt
to save energy consumption by assigning tasks to other neighbouring or remote Agents.
The energy that the local Agent consumes to execute a task (j) is estimated as follows:
El = �x ×

Ij
�l
. Where �x is the power consumption rate of the local Agent while executing a task. Ij is a number

of instructions in the task.
The local Agent consumes energy to transfer a task to a neighbouring or remote Agent. The energy consumption
while offloading a task is occurred due to network interfaces and spending idle time of the local Agent(if the
agent does not have any tasks in the queue). The energy that the local Agent consumes to offload a task can be
estimated as follows:
Ef = �d × T j, f + �trans
Where �d is a power consumption rate of the local Agent during idle mode. Tj,f is the response time of the
task(j) if it is assigned to a remote Agent. The energy consumption due to network interface while transmitting
the task can be estimated as follows:
�trans = �l ×

!j
�l,f

where �l is the power consumption rate of the local Agent. The following matrix contains energy consumption
of the local Agent for m number of tasks if those tasks are assigned to n number of remote Agents.

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

E1,1 E1,2 …
… … …
… … Em,n

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

E1,1, E1,2,… , E1,n represent energy consumption of local Agent to execute task 1 in remote Agent 1 and 2 and
so on. Similarly, E2,1, E2,2,… , E2,n represents energy consumption of local Agent to execute task 2 in remote
Agent 1 and 2 and so on.
Here,

Eij =

{

Ej,f if Ej,l > Ej,f
∞ if Ej,l < Ej,f

Representation of Hungarian Assignment: The Hungarian Algorithm is separately run inputting two matrices
for two genres of tasks. Themathematical presentation of the Hungarian Assignment on the basis of a time-based
cost matrix is shown in (1).

min
t, x

n
∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1
tijxij

s.t.
m
∑

i=1
xij = 1, j = 1,… , m,

n
∑

j=1
xij = 1, i = 1,… , n

(1)

where
xij =

{

1 if tℎe device is assigned jtℎ task
0 if tℎe itℎ device is not assigned jtℎ task
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Figure 6: The framework for detecting the sensitivity of a task

Identification of Sensitive Tasks: State-of-the-art research[67, 68, 69, 70] has already addressed the issue of iden-
tifying sensitive medical records. Yang[67] presented a model to identify protected health information from the clinical
records. The identification method involves the machine learning approach with keyword-based and rule-based tech-
niques to separate protective health terms. Jindal et al. [68] presented semi-supervised techniques to detect sensitive
words from clinical narratives. They used the SNOMED CT to train the model, which eliminates the needs of an
annotated and unannotated dataset. Authors also applied a rule-based method to classify the negotiation words and
experiencer. Sanchez[69] proposed an automatic sensitive terms detection system using an information-theoretic ap-
proach. They used the web-based corpus to make the solution more generalized and domain-independent. Tesfay[70]
presented an architecture for assessing user-centred privacy risk. The architecture includes three components: privacy
detection system(PDS), risk communicationmanager(RCM), and privacy quantification(PQ). RCMdetermines the pri-
vacy level of personal data like high, medium and low sensitive. PQ quantifies the privacy risks based on probabilistic
and combinational techniques.

Here, we used a sensitive content identification framework designed following[67, 68, 69]. The framework auto-
matically categorizes sensitive health data forMH(Migration Handler) because tasks on the sensitive data is considered
to be sensitive. The framework depicted in Figure 6 has two kinds of the rule-based classifier. The data and metadata
containing task information are fed into the first rule-based classifier. The classifier applies the rules stored in the Rule
Base Knowledge(RBK). The RBK stores the user’s feedback and expert’s feedback regarding the sensitive keywords
in health data. The first rule-based classifier categorizes the task as Privacy Sensitive Task(PST) or Normal Task(NT)
using RBK. Next, the task(PST or NT) is classified by the second rule-based classifier as Delay Sensitive(DST) or
Delay Tolerant Tasks(DTT). The second classifier applies the rules from another rule-based knowledge formed with
the feedback collected from the healthcare professionals.
3.3.2. Profile Monitoring(PM)

The Migration Handler of a local Agent aims to outsource and distribute computing tasks to neighbouring and
remote Patient Agents that have additional computing resources. Each Patient Agent, therefore, needs to know the
profile of other Agents on the peer-to-peer Edge network. The Profile Monitoring(PM) module requires queue latency,
CPU speed, availability, and bandwidth information of the available remote Agents to pass on to theMigration Handler.
The malicious Agents might lie to a client Agent about their performance parameters. To address this issue, we propose
to utilize Blockchain to manage and store performance parameters for migrating tasks. Every Patient Agent registers
their performance parameters on the Blockchain.

The PM creates several transactions (depicted in figure 7) related to task migration. For instance, a Patient Agent
issues a Profile Transaction(PT) containing CPU processing, storage capacity and other parameters including network
capacity when it first joins in the Blockchain. Miner nodes on the Blockchain verify these parameters packed in the
transaction. A Patient Agent might include additional resource capabilities over time. If it does so, it needs to make a
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Figure 7: The transactions for migrating tasks

new Profile Transaction in the Blockchain. In this case, Blockchain nodes also process, and validate these transactions.
The PM of a PA broadcasts a Task Migration Request Transaction (shown in figure 7(a)) throughout the peer-to-peer
Blockchain network when it needs to outsource tasks. The other Agents with available resources reply to the PM by
making a Response Transaction (shown in figure 7(c)) that contains the dynamic resource information such as queue
latency of the remote Agent. The local Agent can retrieve static profile information of that Agent from the Blockchain.
3.3.3. Execution Unit(EU)

The execution unit(EU) of the PA performs the processing of health data. The processing might include filtration,
fusion, generating a warning, automatic diagnosis and other operations. A Patient Agent has the option to choose an
EU among its own EU, other Patient Agent’s EU and smart contract-based EU. A smart contract refers to a set of rules
encoded using a specific programming language[71]. Every Blockchain node stores coded rules for a smart contract.
A Smart Contract is triggered when a transaction specified to that smart contract is issued in the Blockchain network.
The Patient Agent might make different kinds of smart contracts for processing a patient’s health data. The followings
are a few examples of the smart contract.

• Smart Contract for Registration: This contract is executed once a Patient Agent registers in the Blockchain
for the first time.

• Smart Contract for Data Filtration: The contract contains code for clinically uninteresting health data filtered
out.

• Smart Contract for Data Classification: The contract holds the procedure for categorizing health data as
normal and abnormal. The contract is triggered upon the request of data classification.

• Smart Contract for Warning Generation: The contract holds the code to generate alarm after analyzing
continuously streamed medical data.

• Smart Contract for Task Migration: This contract is triggered while migrating tasks to high computing de-
vices.

3.3.4. Storage Determination(SD)
Health-related data can be stored on diverse repositories including government-managed repositories (e.g. myGov

electronic health record in Australia), Blockchain, on healthcare service provider servers, on private Cloud servers,
on a patient’s personal computer or any other devices. Different repositories provide a different level of security and
privacy. Patients have diverse privacy preferences. The SD will model a patient’s privacy preferences and experts
knowledge of security to automate decisions regarding preferred storage for health data. This module will determine
the storage repositories for data stream rapidly from wearable sensors and other kinds of health data.
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3.3.5. Blockchain Manager(BM)
Blockchain’s structure offers a couple of advantages such as tamper-proof storage, patient’s privacy and processing

data without the need to trust third parties. The Blockchain maintains a unique ledger replicated amongst multiple
nodes. The ledger is formed with a series of confirmed Blocks connected between them in linked list fashion where
Block comprises a certain number of transactions packed in a secure Merkle tree. Blockchain nodes add a new Block
in the current ledger by running a consensus mechanism.

The BM can apply Blockchain technologies to perform task migration, store streamed health data, operate diag-
nosis, and control access. The BM also undertakes security services such as key management, encryption/decryption
of health data, make various kinds of health data transactions to be inserted into the Blockchain, and participates in
consensus protocol that is required to add a new data Block in the Blockchain. In this section, we describe a lightweight
modified Proof of Stake consensus mechanism for our IoT healthcare architecture.

The components of a standard Blockchain(used in Bitcoin) are illustrated in figure 8 before discussing our cus-
tomized Blockchain.

1. The Blockchain operates on a peer-to-peer network depicted in figure 8 (a). Nodes of this network is categorized
into three groups: half nodes, general nodes and Miner nodes.

2. The half node/public node produces transactions formatted as in figure 8(b) and broadcast throughout the peer-
to-peer network.

3. The Miner nodes collect a certain number of transactions and pack them into a Merkle tree to create a Block.
Each Miner repeatedly inputs the Block into a cryptographic hash function incrementing the nonce field by one
every time as long as the hash function produces a target hash code for the Block. This process depicted in figure
8(c) is called Proof of Work(PoW). Only one Miner which first publishes the Block with Proof of Work receives
the reward for doing this.

4. Finally, all nodes except the half-node link the Block to the end of the existing chain as depicted in Figure 8(d)
by running a verification process.
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The Lightweight Consensus Mechanism: In our eHealth architecture, the smartphone transmits its captured
health data to NEAR processing devices(Fog devices). The NEAR processing level should execute the Blockchain
operations to process medical IoT data in near real-time. But, Blockchain technologies requires high computational
cost and storage, and NEAR processing devices do not have appropriate capabilities to accommodate a Blockchain.
However, Blockchain technologies can be adapted in an IoT healthcare if Blockchain operations are partitioned. We
can allot Blockchain operations to three layers of the IoT healthcare architecture, considering devices’ capabilities
of these layers. For example, the smartphone Agent in the sensing layer can define the structure of transactions and
initiates data flow. The Fog Agents in the NEAR processing layer can execute a lightweight consensus mechanism and
store metadata about a Block. This reduces delay in Block’s confirmation on the Blockchain because NEAR processing
devices are located at one hop from the medical sensors. The Agents in the FAR processing layer can permanently
provide storage for the Blockchain-based health ledger. The Cloud Agents insert Blocks into Cloud ledger after the
Fog Agent confirms the Block by running a consensus mechanism.

The Proof of Work(PoW) used in Bitcoin and Ethereum is the most decentralized consensus method. PoW is
employed to solve the byzantine general’s problem. In PoW, the Miners write a new Block in the existing chain of
Blocks through generating a target hash of the new Block. The Miners compete to come up with the target hash,
and the winner obtains a certain amount of reward. Every node ensures containing an identical version of the newly
constructed Block in the Blockchain through a validation process. The PoW protects the Blockchain from DoS, and
Sybil attacks as attackers are not being encouraged to invest a tremendous amount of computational resources required
for the PoW. But, this consensus mechanism is not suitable for processing streamed medical IoT data because the
medical data transactions necessitate faster processing to meet patient’s QoS. The Bitcoin network generally requires
approximately 10 minutes [14] to reach on the agreement for a Block due to using PoW mechanism.

One of the most proficient consensus methods is Proof of Stake (PoS)[14] in terms of scalability and processing
time. In this process, prospective Miners have to lock their coin to the system. A Miner having higher share makes the
next Block, and it receives incentives for this. Delegated Proof of Stake(DPoS) is a variation of standard PoS. With
DPoS, users or a group of delegates select a set of witness nodes through a voting mechanism[72]. The weight of a
delegate’s vote for a witness node is proportional to the amount of the witness node’s deposited coin in the system.

A witness obtaining the maximum number of vote from the panel accumulates the transactions and organizes those
into a Block. Other witness nodes verify the newly created Block to confirm it in the Blockchain. Some drawbacks of
this mechanism are: few nodes can dominate the entire network, which makes the system vulnerable to a 51% attack.
Nodes having a high stake can influence the Blockchain network more than that of nodes with a small stake due to
assigning the weight of a vote based on the stake a node holds. Further, delegates might collude to vote for a particular
group of witness nodes. We propose a modified PoS to mitigate some of the standard PoS drawbacks mentioned above.
The section below describes the modified consensus mechanism demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

• Cluster Formation: In the NEAR processing layer, Fog/Edge Agents within a certain geographical range(R)
form a cluster. The Figure 1 depicts three clusters: C1, C2, and C3 at the NEAR processing level. Every cluster
has a random number of Patient Agents, where one member is elected as cluster head. The cluster head( also
called leader) participates in running the consensus protocol of the Blockchain by locking a certain amount
of stake to the system. Depositing a certain amount of digital coin is mandatory for every Miner. The node
identified as malicious one loses its stake. The node also receives a negative review from peer Miners so that it
has a slim chance to be a Miner next time.

• Leader (Cluster Head) Nomination: A cluster head(CH) is selected from each cluster considering multi-
criteria of the member nodes. The selection criteria include a node’s performance parameters, reputation, and
the amount of stake. These criteria are combined using a Fuzzy Inference System(FIS) to estimate a fitness value.
Every node’s information regarding the mentioned criteria is recorded in the Blockchain and can be retrieved
from the Blockchain when they are needed.
The performance parameters include the processing speed of an Agent’s device, memory capacity, availability,
distance coefficient of variation, and transmission delay. Here, processing capabilities inMIPS,memory capacity
and availability are symbolized as p1, p2, and P3 respectively. These parameters are normalized in the range from
[0 to 1] and then those normalized values are summed up as follows:

 =
3
∑

p=1

1
(1 + e−pi )
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A node whose distance from the other nodes in a cluster is uniform should be selected as a cluster head. The
reason is that a cluster headwhich is closer tomost of themember nodes and a bit far away from few othermember
nodes might experience an inconsistent delay to receive/send data from/to all the member nodes. A node with
almost uniform distance from other nodes is appropriate as a cluster head for synchronizing timestamp between
nodes. Distance coefficient of variation(CoV ) can be applied to estimate the consistency of a node with respect
to distance from other nodes in a cluster. If d1, d2,… , dn are distance of other nodes from a node i, CoVi iscalculated as follows. CoV is the result of standard deviation divided by the mean of a set of values.

If the mean �i =

n
∑

k=1
dkj

n and standard deviation �i =
√

√

√

√
1
n

n
∑

k=1
(dkj − �) then Coefficient of Variation CoVi = �i

�i

Next, delay refers to the time required for one bit to send from the source to destination. Here, the harmonic
average delay concerning a node(i) refers to a harmonic average of the amount of delay to receive one bit from
other nodes in the cluster.
Hi(t) =

n
n
∑

j=1

1
tj

, where, j = 1 to nmember nodes need t1, t2, ..., tn respectively to send one bit data to a particular

node i.
The harmonic average delay is normalized in the range [ 0 to 1] as follows.
�i =

1

1 + e−
1

Hi(t)

The higher CPU speed, memory capacity, availability of a node and the lower average delay and coefficient of
variation with a Miner, the better the Miner is. Therefore, each node in the cluster combines its performance as
follows.
Pi =

1

(1 + e−


�×CoVi )
.

The second criteria for selecting a cluster is reputation. An Agent receives a transaction containing a positive or
negative reputation in the range of [1 to 5] when the Agent serves a requestor’s service. A requestor can pick a
value from this range [1 to 5] as a positive or negative reputation on the basis of QoS including timely service,
accuracy and others an Agent offers. If an Agent serves multiple services from multiple requestors, it obtains
a reputation transaction for every service it offers. Blockchain records each reputation an Agent receives. The
positive or negative reputation that a requestor provides to an Agent is multiplied by the requestor’s positive
reputation and divided by the negative reputation of the service providing Agent. The initial positive or negative
reputation of each Agent is assumed 1.
It is supposed that anAgent(i) already obtained positive reputation from n number of service requestors �1, �2,… , �nand negative reputation �1, �2,… , �n. The positive reputation of these service requestors is !1, !2,… , !nThe ultimate reputation for a service providing Agent while nominating cluster head is estimated as follows.
ri =

n
∑

j=1

�j × !j
�j

The aggregated normalized reputation is as follows: Ri = 1
1+e−r .

The third criteria named digital coin(c) that an Agent(i) has in the system is normalized as follows: Si =
1

(1 + e−c)
.

Now, every Agent in a cluster calculates their fitness(fi) using the criteria outlined above. A Fuzzy Inference
System(FIS) is used for this because fuzzy rules can represent sophisticated heuristics more appropriately than
crisp rules. The input of the FIS is an Agent’s performance, reputation and the current stake. An Agent with
higher fitness is delayed for a short period before declaring itself cluster head. The member node in a cluster
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waits for the following period presented in (2)

Ti = ΔT × (1 −
fi
n
∑

i
fi

) ± � (2)

Where ΔT is the time interval for electing cluster head, and � represents a short random time duration that is
used to differentiate waiting time for the Agent having the same fitness. The Agent that expires its waiting time
broadcasts its identifier throughout the cluster. The other cluster members verify the estimated fitness of the
Agent and acknowledge their approvals for this Agent. The Agent finally wins as a leader of the cluster only
if it obtains specific numbers of approvals. Once a leader makes a Block, a specific value is deducted from its
original fitness so that the chance of other node’s being leader increases next time.

• Super Leader Nomination: A super Leader is randomly selected from the selected set of cluster heads. This
super leader is responsible for making new Block packing a certain number of transactions from the transaction
pool. A new super leader is elected after the current super leader prepares a certain number of Blocks. A new
round begins when every cluster head eventually becomes super leader. Every cluster head takes part in verifying
a new Block before broadcasting it throughout the network. The Fog Agent stores the metadata about a Block
and transmits the complete Block to FAR processing layer for the permanent storage. Half of the reward for
mining is awarded to the super leader, and the rest of the half reward is equally divided among the cluster heads.
The super leader selection is as follows: each cluster head except the Agent that was already elected as super
leader generates a random number between 0 and 1 according to (3). A cluster head becomes a super leader if
its random number is less than the threshold stated in (3) and obtains the threshold number of votes from the
other cluster heads.

I =

{ p
1−p[rmod(1∕p)] , N ∈ G

0, otherwise (3)

where p is the percentage of cluster head in the Fog network, N is a total number of cluster head, the r is the
number of rounds of selection, and G is the set of cluster heads that have been elected as super leader in round
1
p .

Every node in a cluster can participate in the proposed PoS by turns. This consensus mechanism is less vulnerable
to 51% attack than DPoS as a leader comes from each cluster. Unlike PoS, the rich node has less chance to be a leader
of a cluster because the cluster head is not only selected based on the locked coin but also reputation and performance
parameters. Further, the reduction of specific points from the current leader’s fitness prevents the node from being a
leader for the subsequent round.
Fuzzy Inference System(FIS) to assess a node’s fitness A fuzzy expert system is a collection of fuzzy rules
and membership functions that are used to reason about data. Fuzzy inference process that refers to a process of
mapping a given input to n output by using the theory of Fuzzy sets. The Fuzzy inference process involves four steps:
Fuzzification, rule evaluation, aggregation, and defuzzification. The functional blocks of the FIS depicted in Figure 9
to generate fitness used in the consensus algorithm is briefly described below:

• Fuzzifier: The first step of fuzzy inference is to map crisp(numerical) inputs into degrees to which these in-
puts belong to respective fuzzy sets. Fuzzifier converts crisp inputs to linguistic variables applying member-
ship functions such as triangular, trapezoid or Gaussian functions. Figure 10 shows the conversion of crisp
input(performance) using MATLAB FIS. The numerical value in the range of [0 to 1] is expressed in a linguistic
variable: low, medium and high.
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Algorithm 1: Modified PoS Consensus Protocol
Data: Performance Transaction(PT), Reputation Transaction(RP), Stake Transaction(ST), Agent number( nk) in a cluster
Result: a set of healthy Miners

1 Every Fog Agent generates PTi, and STi for themselves and obtains RPj from service providers (j).
2 Form clusters with Fog nodes within a threshold range(R).
3 for each cluster k = 1 to l do
4 while leaderElection = true do
5 for each member Agent i = 1 to nk of a cluster do
6 Extract parameters from PTi, LSTi, RPi to produce Pi, , Ri , and Si
7 Pi =

1

(1 + e−


�×CoVi )
.

8 ri =
n
∑

j=1

�j × !j
�j

9 Ri =
1

1+e−r

10 Si =
1

(1 + e−c)
11 fi ← fuzzyInferenceProcess(Pi, Ri, Si);
12 end
13 Ti = ΔT × (1 −

fi
n
∑

i
fi

) ± �

14 Every member node in the cluster(j) sets their timer(Ti).
15 if Ti is expired then
16 Broadcast nodeId throughout the cluster for approval.
17 end
18 if approvalCount[nodeId] ≥ 2

3
× nk then

19 leaderj ← nodeId;
20 fnodeId ← fnodeId − �
21 leaderElection← false
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 superLeader← selectSuperLeader(leader1, ..., leaderm)

Figure 9: The FIS for determining node’s rate

• Inference Engine(Rule evaluation and aggregation): Inference engine stores fuzzy rules. These rules consist
of "If" and "then" statement. This step takes the fuzzified inputs and applies them to the antecedents of the fuzzy
rules. Few "If-then" rules for evaluating fitness are represented in Table 2. In Figure 11, P, R and S stand for
miner’s performance, reputation score and the amount of stake receptively.

• Defuzzifier: Finally, Defuzzifier converts the fuzzy outputs generated by Inference Engine to a single crisp num-
ber using Centre of Gravity (COG) or other methods such as the centre of Area(AOC), bisector of area(BOA).
A fuzzy output is generated from each "ifthen" rule firing. Each output fuzzy is the input of the Defuzzier. The
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Figure 10: The membership function for performance parameter

Table 2
The ifthen rules for the FIS

SL. No. Rules
1 if(P is low) and (R is low) and (S is low) then (CH is low)
2 if(P is low) and (R is medium)and (S is low) then (CH is low)
3 if(P is low) and (R is high)and (S is medium) then (CH is medium)
4 if(P is medium) and (R is low)and (S is medium) then (CH is low)
5 if(P is high) and (R is high)and (S is medium) then (CH is high)
6 if(P is medium) and (R is high)and (S is medium) then (CH is high)
7 if(P is high) and (R is medium)and (S is high) then (CH is medium)
8 if(P is high) and (S is high) then (CH is medium)
9 if(P is low) and (S is high) then (CH is low)
10 if(R is high) and (S is high) then (CH is high)

Defuzzier aggregates fuzzy output set into a crisp out as depicted in Figure 11 where multiple rules have been
fired. Figure 11 illustrates that if P(performance score) = 0.476, R(reputation score) = 0.608 and S(score from
deposited coin) = 0.331, the aggregated score using (4) is 0.805( indicates the probability of the node being
leader).

COG =

b
∫
a
�A(x)xdx

b
∫
a
�A(x)dx

(4)

Data Block Structure: Health Data Block is presented in Table 3. The Block is divided into two parts- header and
contents. The header holds metadata for contents.
Block Validation: The leaders selected by Algorithm 1 verify a new Block before sending the Block to the FAR
processing layer. The verification process is depicted in Algorithm 2 where leader Agents check the hash value of the
immediate previous Block, the integrity and signature of all the transactions packed in Merkle Tree of the Block. The
leader first broadcasts the Block throughout the NEAR processing layer. If specific numbers of leader certify the Block
as a valid Block, Agents in the NEAR processing layer sends the Block to the Agents in the FAR processing layer for
permanent storage. The Agents in the NEAR processing layer store metadata about a confirmed Block.
3.4. Security Protocol for the Decentralized Patient Agent

The same Agents replicated at the NEAR processing layer, and FAR processing layer require a secure communi-
cation channel to transfer health data between them. In this IoT eHealth, we used some standard security protocols to
enforce security for the Patient Agents. The security protocol for eHealth architecture is described below.
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Figure 11: The output of the Defuzzifier

Table 3
The Format of Data Block

Block Header of Blockchain

Field Description

Version Block Version Number
Block Types It indicates diverse types of Blocks(health record, financial record, diagnosis record)

Previous Block Hash This field contains hash code of the previous confirmed Block
Timestamp This filed records the Block creation time

Merkle Tree Root Transactions are packed into a Merkle tree and this field stores the root of the tree
Vote Miner verifies the Block and votes

3.4.1. Digital Signature
The Bitcoin or Ethereum Blockchain uses the PKI(Public Key Infrastructure) as an address for a user or Miner.

Blockchain users generate a digital signature using PKI. The PKI can preserve a node’s pseudonymous properties, but
a user’s transactions can be correlated to each other while the Miners verify those. In eHealth, a patient’s privacy has
the risk of being compromised if an attack can connect his sensitive health data to an Agent of the patient.

Ring Signature[73] can be an alternative to traditional PKI digital signature to preserve a pateint’s privacy. A trans-
action’s owner can form a digital ring signature by merging a group of other users’ signature. As a result, an attacker
cannot identifiy the owner of the data transaction because multiple entities participate in forming a ring signature. In
our eHealth, the Patient Agent executing in the sensing layer is the signer and other neighbouring Agents at the NEAR
processing layer are the ring members.

The Ring Signature’s format depicted in Figure 12(c) is represented as (m, P1, P2, ..., Pr; v, x1, x2, ..., xr) where
P1≤i≤r is the public key of the ring members, and and x1≤i≤r is a random number selected by the signer(the Patient
Agent in smartphone/Fog) for P1≤i≤r. m is signified as the original message for which the digital signature needs to
be generated and v is the generated message(digital signature) that needs to be verified. A typical Ring Signature is
generated as follows;

• Message Digest: The signer(data owner) generates k = H(m) and a random value(u). The signer performs a
symmetric encryption on u with key(k) to produce v = Enc(k, u).

• Signature Merge: e = xPii (mod Ni) is calculated for each ring member except the signer. Here, xi is a random
number picked by the signer for the itℎ member and Pi represents the public key of the member nodes. The
signer also produces v = v ⊕ e for each member. The signer calculates xs = (v ⊕ u)d(mod Ns) where d is the
secret key of the signer.

• Complete Signature: Finally, the signer forms the signature as (m, P1, P2, ..., Pr; v, x1, x2, ..., xr)
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Algorithm 2: Block Validation Procedure
Data: Block(B)
Result: Confirmed Block

1 initialize statusSig = false, statusContent = false, statusP revBlockHasℎ = false, countV ote = 0
2 super leader organizes a certain number of transactions into a Block
3 super leader sends the Block to leaders for the approval
4 for each leader k = 0 to l do
5 while newBlockRequest = true do
6 statusSig ← verifySignature(B);
7 statusContent← verifyIntegrity(B);
8 statusP revBlockHasℎ← verfiyPrevHash(B);
9 end
10 if statusSig == true ∧ statusContent == true ∧ statusP revBlockHasℎ == true then
11 countV ote + +
12 end
13 end
14 for each general Edge Agent i = 1 to m do
15 if voteCount ≥ tℎresℎoldCount then
16 Block is transferred to the Cloud Blockchain
17 else
18 Block is rejected
19 end
20 end

Figure 12: The security method for the framework

The health data transactions to be processed in the Blockchain contains a ring signature. The Blockchain nodes
check the data integrity using the ring signature. But, Blockchain Miners cannot trace the transaction’s creator and
distinguish the creator from other ring members.
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3.4.2. Authentication between replicated Patient Agent
The Patient Agents at the three levels need to perform authentication using a session key every time they exchange

medical data. The replicated Patient Agents(homogenous Agents) in the smartphone, Fog and Cloud dynamically
come up with the same session key using DES Round Key generation algorithm[74] depicted in Figure 12(b) to avoid
a man in the middle attack that occurs during the exchange of session key. A primary key for generating session key
is inserted into the replicated Patient Agent during installation. Later, the generation of the session key is achieved by
using the same algorithm. Suppose, K i

s is the session key generated by the three replicated Patient Agent for the itℎ
session. The homogeneous Patient Agents need to exchangeHMAC(K i

s, T ime‖Idi)‖T ime depicted in Figure 12(a) toauthenticate each other. Key Exchange between heterogeneous replicated Patient Agents occurs using Diffie-Hellman
key exchange method[75].
3.5. Data Encryption Key Management

Symmetric key encryption technique such as AES or DES[74] is appropriate for memory and power-constrained
devices like smartphones[15]. The Patient Agent replicated at three levels: smartphone, Fog and Cloud each store
asymmetric data encryption key or exchange the key. The data encryption key might be compromised by a malicious
hacker or by a rogue Fog or Cloud administrator. The replicated Patient Agent needs to secure their keys. There needs
a key management protocol that does not allow any Patient Agent to obtain the key without the approval of other
replicated Patient Agents. The SSS(Shamir’s Secret Sharing) scheme depicted in Figure 12(d) is utilized to distribute
a secret key among the replicated Patient Agents. The secret key(S) to decrypt data is divided into pieces of data
S1, ..., Sn and each piece is shared with n replicated Patient Agent accordingly.

1. A Patient Agent requires knowledge of k or moreSi from other replicated Patient Agent to compute the complete
secret key S. For instance, if the Patient Agent is replicated in five different devices, k might be two or three.

2. A Patient Agent cannot reconstruct the secret key S with fewer than k pieces. S remains completely undeter-
mined with knowledge of k − 1 or fewer Si pieces

This key sharing scheme is called (k, n) threshold. Every time, a Patient Agent requires to decrypt data, it asks
k − 1 pieces of Si from other replicated Patient Agent to make the complete secret key(S). This scheme prevents the
attack from gaining unauthorized access to keys, even if the device is compromised.

4. Performance Analysis
In this section, we discussed and analyzed the performances of the key algorithms of the proposed architecture.

The simulation is coded using Java Programming following iFogSim[76]. Table 4 presents the simulation parameter.
The Consensus Mechanism: The nodes in the simulated are located in 1000 × 1000m2 area. Performance of the
consensus mechanism is estimated considering a variable number of nodes 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 and a variable
number of clusters such as 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 respectively for each group of nodes. The member
nodes within a cluster can directly send or receive data to/from a cluster head. But, nodes within the inter-cluster
communicate using the shortest path routing such as Dijkstra’s algorithm. The performances of the modified PoS
consensus mechanism and the standard PoS are investigated for the following parameters.

• Energy Consumption: Energy consumption refers to the energy required for transmitting, receiving transac-
tions, validating a certain number of Blocks on the simulated network.

• Block Generation Time: This refers to the time required for transmitting, making Blocks and validating a
certain number of Blocks on the simulated network.

The modified PoS consensus mechanism is executed ten times in the simulated network, and the performance
graphs are depicted with average values generated from 10 execution runs. The standard PoS runs on a horizontal
network, and the modified PoS is designed to run on a hierarchical network. For both kinds of consensus mechanisms,
nodes that lock digital coin to the system participate in mining. Figure 13 depicts the consumption of energy and
execution time to generate 100 number of Blocks providing that a variable number of nodes and clusters are considered.

The graph depicted in Figure13(a) shows that energy consumption proportionately increases with an increasing
number of cluster heads in the network because the cluster head plays the role of validating Blocks. Further, cluster
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Table 4
The Parameters for the simulation

Network Area 1000×1000m2

Device Radio Range 300m
Fog device CPU capacity 9900MIPS - 83000MIPS(Million instruction per second)
Smartphone CPU capacity 14000 MIPS
Fog device RAM capacity 8 - 16
Fog device Bandwidth 600 - 300Mbps
Smartphone Bandwidth 100-50Mbps

Fog device Power Consumption Rate(per Hour) 140-95W
Fog device Transmission Power Consumption Rate(per Hour) 10W

Smartphone Power Consumption Rate(per Hour) 25-20W
Smartphone Transmission Power Consumption Rate(per Hour) 2

Transaction Size 1024 bytes
Block Size 10× 1024 bytes

Size of the tasks to be migrated 10-5KB/MB
Instruction required to validate Block 10Million

Instruction in a Task 100-50Million

formation using K-means and cluster head selection algorithm consumes power. In contrast, the graph demonstrates
an almost similar amount of power consumption regardless of the number of nodes for a particular cluster. This is
significant advantage of running consensus mechanism in the hierarchical network.
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Figure 13: Performance of modified PoS mechanism in terms of energy consumption and Block generation time

Figure 13(b) shows the Block(100%) generation time for different number of clusters and nodes. The graph depicted
in Figure 13(b) shows that Block generation time with a higher number of clusters does not follow a consistently lower
or higher trend. Cluster heads gather transactions and make Blocks; so higher number of Blocks are generated per
second with a higher number of clusters. On the other hand, higher Block generation time was also found for some
higher numbers of the cluster due to delay in verifying Blocks. This indicates that a standard number of cluster needs
to be determined to have better outcomes. The ideal number of clusters vary depending on the number of nodes. For
instance, the ideal number of cluster for 300 nodes is 25 but it is 35 for 500 nodes.

The performance of the modified PoS is compared with the standard PoS in terms of energy consumption and Block
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generation time. In Figure 14(a), the modified PoS shows a significant reduction of energy consumption compared with
the standard PoS. In the modified PoS, few selected healthy Miners validate a Block, but the standard PoS requires
more than 50% node participates in the Block validation process, which results in higher energy consumption. Energy
consumption of modified remains almost constant for a particular number of clusters with a higher number of nodes,
whereas energy consumption of PoS keeps increasing when the number of nodes in the network is increased.
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(b) Nodes vs Block generation time

Figure 14: The comparison of performance between modified PoS and standard PoS in terms of energy consumption and
throughput

The Block generation time of modified PoS and standard PoS is demonstrated in Figure 14(b). The graph depicted
in Figure 14(b) shows that the Block generation time standard PoS is higher than modified PoS. In standard PoS,
different nodes transmit their transactions to one leader node and confirmed Block is needed to broadcast throughout
the network for validation. Consequently, the process consumes higher energy, as depicted in Figure 14(a) and requires
a longer time for broadcasting the Block throughout the network. Further, themodified PoS selects some healthyMiners
based on reputation, performance and stake, but standard PoS nominates a Miner based only on investment or stake.
Therefore, Block generation time is lower in the cluster-based network with modified PoS.
Task Migration Algorithm: The Blockchain leveraged task migration approach was also executed in the above
mentioned simulated network. The Hungarian assignment algorithm was implemented using Java Programming.
We analysed the performance of the task migration methods with respect to variable numbers of tasks such as 10,
20,30,...,100. The task migration algorithm was run by smartphone Agent and Fog Agent. The smartphone transmits
tasks to the local Fog Agent. The local Fog Agent utilizes Blockchain to transfer the tasks to other neighbouring or
remote Fog Agents. Every Agent applies FCFS( First come First Service) as CPU scheduling to process their jobs.
The performance of the task migration method is discussed in terms of the following two metrics.

• Energy Consumption: This refers to the energy required for a local Agent to locally execute a task or transmit
the task to a foreign/remote Fog Agent.

• Execution Time: This refers to the time required for a local Agent to execute a task locally or receive a response
for the task from a remote Agent.

EE, ET, TE and TT in figure 15 and 16 are acronyms of Execution Energy, Execution Time, Transmission Energy
and Transmission Time, respectively.

The graph for a variable number of tasks vs execution time and a variable number of tasks vs energy consumption
are depicted in figure 15 for the smartphone Agent and local Fog Agent when they execute a set of heavyweight tasks(5-
10 MB). The processing capabilities of a local Fog Agent are higher than that of a smartphone Agent. As a result, the
graph in figure 15(a) shows that the completion time of every set of tasks required in the local Fog Agent is less than
that of completion time in the smartphone Agent. The smartphone demonstrated longer queue delay than local Fog
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Figure 15: The response time and energy consumption for local execution and transmission

Agent in the simulation environment. On the other hand, the graph in figure 15(b) shows that smartphone consumes
more energy or hardly a bit less energy( for the number of tasks 50 and 70 ) to transmit heavyweight tasks to the local
Fog Agent than to execute those locally. The graph shows that the smartphone cannot save energy if the tasks are
offloaded to the local Fog Agent.

Figure 15(c) demonstrated that if the local Fog Agent outsourced tasks to neighbouring or remote Agents, the
overall response time for those tasks is reduced. The foreign Fog Agents parallel execute the assigned tasks. On the
other hand, figure 15(d) depicts that the local Fog Agent had to spend higher energy to transmit tasks to foreign Agents
than to execute those tasks locally. Consequently, tasks should be divided as delay sensitive or energy sensitive.

The energy consumption and time for data transmission to remote devices depend on the task’s size. The smart-
phone transmits two kinds of tasks: lightweight(5-10KB) and heavyweight tasks(5-10MB) to the embedded Fog
Agents. The effect of task’s data size on execution time and energy consumption is shown in figure 16(a) and 16(b).
Migrating lightweight tasks needs less energy consumption than that of heavyweight tasks. The smartphone benefits
lower transmission energy consumption and time if the transmitted task’s size is small.

The energy consumption of five offloading approaches is depicted in Figure 17(a). This energy consumption in-
cludes the energy required for a task’s transmission and execution. The proposed Patient Agent-based task migra-
tion(PATM)improves energy consumption over other methods when the number of tasks is not many. The PATM
consumed high energy for the larger number of tasks because the Hungarian assignment algorithm costs much in
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Figure 16: The comparison of performance for lightweight and heavyweight tasks

terms of energy and time for a large number of tasks. Overall, the PATM saves 1.81% and 8.45% energy in comparison
to ExTrade and MAUI approaches, respectively.
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Figure 17: The comparison of performance among few offloading approaches

The comparison of the execution time among five offloading approaches is depicted in Figure 17(b). The PATM
improves the execution time over other approaches because the Hungarian method chooses some remote Fog devices
to optimize the execution of all the tasks. Other migration approaches serially assign a task to a remote Fog device.
Other approaches show higher execution time as the number of tasks is increasing, whereas the PATM shows almost
constant execution time for the increasing number of tasks. The PATM not only decides to offload but also optimally
assigns tasks to remote Fog Agents. Overall, the proposed tasks assignment improves execution time 38.28% over the
ExTrade approach that shows the lowest execution time among the existing methods.
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5. Security Analysis
The code for the ring signature and secret key sharing module are downloaded from [73] and [77], respectively. We

compared our eHealth architecture(BLDHF) with an existing eHealth architecture(DPPHB) with respect to reliability
and communication overhead. These two performance metrics are related to the security protocol. The graph depicted
in figure 18(a) shows that our eHealth achieved higher reliability than DPPHB(A Decentralized Privacy-Preserving
Healthcare Blockchain for IoT) because of our decentralized key management and multiple instances of the Patient
Agent at three layers. On the other hand, the graph depicted in figure 18(b) displayed that the security mechanism in
our eHealth caused higher communication overhead than DPPHB. In our system, an Agent requires to collect a certain
number of segments of the data encryption from other neighbouring Agents to form the complete secret key. This
method causes communication overhead while authenticating and exchanging secret keys.
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Figure 18: The comparison of performance between two eHealth architectures

We also used Scyther[78], a formalmethods tool to verify the authentication process. Scythermeasured the strength
of the authentication protocol in our architecture against security attack. Figure 19 shows the outcome of our authen-
tication protocol in Scyther. The automated process of these tools provides checking for authentication, secrecy and
message integrity. Scyther analyses the performance of security protocol regarding the following parameters.

1. Alive: Scyther can test the aliveness of the communication parties so that they can perform events successfully
and be available at any time. This indicates the analysis of a DoS attack.

2. Secret: Secret means that the role is secret and there are no attacks within bound, data will require a parameter
term to verify the claim. The user needs to pre-set the parameters before testing the claim. This proves that the
proposed protocol is protected and ensures the confidentiality of data is provided.

3. Nisynch: It is a No-injective Synchronization. This term ensures the successful synchronization, no reply attack,
andmutual authentication. This term is used to check if the security protocol safeguards against the replay attack.

4. Niagree: The integrity of data can be verified by using the non-injective agreement on message. The term
ensures that the original data from the legitimate source is not modified over the communication channel.

Figure 19 shows OK for the above claims, which indicates that the applied authentication protocol can withstand
different kinds of security attacks.

The architecture needs to be discussed in terms of basic security requirements: Confidentiality, Integrity and Avail-
ability.

1. Confidentiality: Like Cloud, heterogeneous Fog devices with diverse security methods or no security are de-
ployed by different stakeholders. Sensing and processing of health record by Fog devices is susceptible to
malicious attack. In our architecture, the same Patient Agent for a patient replicated in the Smartphone, Fog
device and Cloud can safeguard health record from malicious attack. The sensitive medical data is analyzed
in the homogeneous replicated Patient Agent to preserve patient’s privacy or confidentiality. Further, patient’s
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Figure 19: The attack result from Scyther tools

record stored in Blockchain decentralized ledger distributed among multiple public servers encounters the po-
tential privacy leakage because patient has to provide the server with his or her private/public key to decrypt the
ciphertext while retrieving health data. This retrieval results in a potential privacy leakage[43]. The replicated
Patient Agent can protect the patient’s privacy while retrieving health data from the public domain if an indi-
vidual Agent dedicated to a Patient for creating and managing keys is installed in the public server. Further, a
patient’s identity is completely anonymous in the Blockchain because of using a ring signature.

2. Integrity: The Fog Agent stores Block’s header in the fashion of linked list, which ensures health data integrity.
3. Availability: There is multiple Patient Agent at different levels to process health data and multiple Cloud server

to store health data that facilitates the access of health data from multiple points. Therefore, the architecture is
providing the users with high availability.

Furthermore, the security strength of the proposed decentralized eHealth architecture is discussed in terms of some
attacks, including DoS, mining, storage, and dropping attack[1]. The attack description and mitigation are illustrated
here.

1. Dropping Attack: A Dropping Attack occurs when a cluster head drops the transactions. But this is unlikely
to happen because the cluster head will lose its reputation and share once it is identified as malicious. If the
cluster head is down or malicious and cluster members do not receive transactions for verification, the consensus
mechanism should select another node as the cluster head. The cluster member temporarily stores transactions
until the Block containing the transaction is confirmed in the Blockchain. Therefore, lost transactions can be
retrieved from the cluster members.

2. Storage Attack: A group of malicious nodes can store and corrupt the Blockchain ledger and make heath record
inaccessible to intended parties. The Blockchain ledger is stored in the Cloud server. Patient Agents for different
users use different Cloud servers. Many Cloud server contains the exact copy of the complete Blockchain ledger.
The Fog devices also store a chain comprising Block’s header without data, required to prove the integrity of
the ledger. Data can be retrieved even if some Cloud servers corrupts the ledger because the headers stored in
Fog can be used to reinstate corrupt Blocks. This makes a Storage Attack unlikely to be successful.

3. Mining Attack: A 51% attack is called a mining attack where more than 50% nodes can control the network. We
divide the entire network into clusters, and the cluster head is responsible for collecting transactions from that
cluster members. The cluster head is changed depending on the performance, reputation and locked share after
a certain period. A super leader is randomly chosen from the cluster heads. So, nodes from a particular region
cannot collude for a mining attack.

4. Denial of Service attack: Denial of Service attack means to shut down the usual activities of a machine through
flooding unwanted traffic, causing the legitimate user unable to access the machine. In our eHealth architecture,
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the Patient Agent is replicated at three different levels. The Patient Agent executing in the smartphone resumes
the services through replicating a Patient Agent at another device at Fog or Cloud level when the Patient Agent
is under the DoS attack. Further, a node needs to lock its coin to participate in mining. A user needs to pay a
transaction fee to include the transactions in the Blockchain. The locked coin and transaction fee safeguard the
system from a DoS attack by the registered nodes.

5. Selfish Mining: Selfish Miners attempts to increase their share by not broadcasting mined blocks throughout the
network for some period and then releases several Blocks at a time making other Miners lose their Blocks. With
our PoS, a super leader can make a certain number of Blocks. In every round, the new super leader is randomly
selected to organize transactions into a Block. This approach can reduce the possibilities of such an attack.

The Table 5 presents‘ the comparative analysis of our architecture with other existing Blockchain based frame-
works.
Table 5
The comparative analysis of the our eHealth system with existing systems

Comparison Criteria Proposed eHealth system Existing system -1[33] Existing system-2[16]
Fault tolerance High, multiple instances of a

PA at three layers manage
health data

High for the Blockchain
Multi-access Edge Network
but low for the sensor network

Medium, single agent controls
and manage Blockchain

Confidentiality, In-
tegrity and Availabil-
ity(CIA)

High CIA, homogeneous PA
processes sensitive medical
data using ring signa-
ture, Edge nodes maintain
Blockchain for metadata,
multiple PAs ensures service
availability

low confidentiality due to
third parties’ involvement in
processing health data, in-
tegrity High because of using
Blockchain, availability lim-
ited due to centralized broker

confidentiality is medium, in-
tegrity is high, availability
is low due to centralized
Blockchain controller

Cyber Attacks Withstand Ransomware, and
DoS attacks

Local processing unit and a
universal broker are vulnera-
ble to Ransomware and DoS
attack

centralized PA is vulnerable to
many cyberattacks

Data Immutability Yes Yes Yes
Secure and energy ef-
ficient migration

A privacy aware Blockchain
leveraged task migration
method

No such approach was de-
signed

No such approach was de-
signed

Interoperability Yes Yes Yes
Scalability Medium, many resources are

required
High High

Service Reliability High Medium Medium
Consensus Mechanism Lightweight consensus mech-

anism was proposed
Exiting Proof of Work(PoW)
consensus mechanism was
used, high computational cost

Modified PoW, medium level
of computational cost

Communication Over-
head

High traffic due to exchange
security keys

Low because security man-
agement module was not in-
cluded

Medium, limited exchanges of
security key
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we designed an eHealth system that deployed multiple instances of a software Patient Agent at

three layers: sensing, NEAR processing and FAR processing layer. This makes the eHealth system more reliable
and fault-tolerant. We also described how the PA could be adopted on the 5G architecture. The dedicated Patient
Agent software can manage the resources of 5G network slices to embrace the Blockchain technologies in processing
health data. The eHealth system includes a modified Blockchain PoS consensus mechanism and a privacy-aware task
offloading algorithm. In this eHealth architecture, homogeneous Patient Agents( instances of the same Patient Agent)
uses digital ring signature and SSS(Shamir’s Secret Sharing) to ensure a secure communication channel between them.
The performance analysis demonstrated that the proposed eHealth system could perform the processing of health data
in near real-time using Blockchain technologies. The adoption of Blockchain technologies in healthcare is challenged
with a massive amount of health data continuously streamed from wearable sensors. Not all medical data generated
from continuous patient monitoring does not need to be stored with the same security and privacy level. Health data
can be disseminated among multiple health repositories(EHR, EMR, PHR and Blockchain EHR) in accordance with
patient’s privacy preferences. Our future work is to develop a dynamic storage selection algorithm soliciting patient’s
preferences regarding his or her privacy and security.
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